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Yes, ‘n’ how many years can some people exist 
Before they’re allowed to be free? 

--Bob Dylan 

Introduction: Hopes and Fears 

Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956), Imitation of Life (1959), The Graduate (1967), 

and Superfly (1972) indirectly show ideological issues that speak not only to their individual 

times, but also serve as primary sources, preserving part of our culture. Specifically, I will argue 

by analyzing these filmic artifacts and corresponding historical evidence that United States histo-

ry from 1945-1975 shares a “red thread” in that people and society lacked and fought for auton-

omy. For this essay, autonomy refers to personal freedom in a society that limits freedom and 

values conformity, thus distinguishing the presence of alienation and fragmentation in the post-

World War II society. I assert everything that has happened since World War II, a so-called war 

to end all wars, “has its roots in the years 1941-45” (Boyer 32). 

 World War II’s emerging economic, social, and technological conditions resulted in the 

creation of atomic weapons (10). For the first time in history, humanity possessed the power to 

destroy itself. After the successful Manhattan Project, in August 1945 the United States dropped 

atomic bombs on Japanese cities. “Of all the scientific breakthroughs of World War II, none had 

a more immediate impact on the consciousness of ordinary citizens than the atomic bomb” (28). 

Less than two weeks later, the war was over at horrific human costs. Fifty million people had 

died. Former allies, the United States and the Soviet Union became “locked in a dangerous arms 

race” (27-31). The Red Scare developed in 1947. People were terrified, as the Earth might be de-

stroyed. Humankind almost lost all autonomy. On another note, during the time of and after 

World War II the United States government greatly increased its power (82, 306). These in-
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fringements on autonomy after World War II resulted in waves of social movements and aims at 

greater autonomy.  

Podism 

A certain irony developed in the 1950’s postwar culture. The economy was growing 

again after a long depression. Housing and consumerism, with its proliferation of television and 

plastics, etc., was rolling in to occupy leisure time and to make life better. But society had an 

“undercurrent of anxiety…youthful rebelliousness, cultural criticism, fear of nuclear tests [or 

holocaust], and stirring of civil rights” (134). For the United States the 1950s were a time when 

autonomy was exercised, compromised, and ironically at times, voluntarily surrendered. Regard-

less both film and society were “enclosed within boundaries” (Samuel 213).   

The white middle class was moving into suburbia, asserting their financial and cultural 

autonomy. They used the newly created national highway system to commute and travel. The 

highways would also be a vital escape route “when” the enemy attacked (Boyer 105). Suburbia 

was a phenomenon that developed rather quickly thanks to newly developed prefabrication tech-

niques (17). Prefabricated houses were all, obviously, very similar and thus symbolically repre-

sented conformity that came with suburbia. Conformity meant the idealized American family 

with the father working and the mother not working. People who lived in suburbia were im-

portant consumers in the developing consumer culture. People moved to suburbia for a variety of 

reasons: it was a safe location away from city violence and, especially as the Civil Rights move-

ment came to be significant, it would be isolated from the feared African-Americans (118-23). 

While African-Americas fought and won autonomy, the dominate white culture continually rec-

reated slavery, segregation, and stereotypes in new ways. 
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As the Soviet Union and the United States were still involved in the Cold War, the 1950s 

were dominated by conformity, paranoia, and alienation because communism was a source of in-

tense national anxiety (Samuel 207). Communists could be anyone, anywhere, at anytime. Their 

methods of attack were limitless. The fear of communism at home stemmed largely from Senator 

Joseph McCarthy and his alleged “list” (Boyer 86). The result was McCarthyism and “witch 

hunts.” Normal American citizens were fired if they were suspected of being communists. 

McCarthy “continued to ruin reputations and trample constitutional rights” (103). Communism 

was the ultimate thing that could destroy all autonomy. Truman said apocalyptically, the world  

“must choose between two ways of life: democracy and freedom or totalitarianism and oppres-

sion” (46). Atomic Café clearly illustrates that people in the United States were terrified that a 

nuclear bomb would be dropped or that communists would take over. False security was invested 

in so-called fallout shelters and duck-and-cover exercises. Atomic Café further shows how the 

United States government lied about possible consequences of a real nuclear attack.    

 The nation’s entertainment industry also experienced troubles and changes, costing some 

their autonomy. The House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC) was formed in 1943, 

but only became significant in the 1950s. HUAC became a venue to attack alleged radicals and 

communists (15). HUAC was particularly important in reference to Hollywood, as actors, direc-

tors, and writers were suspected of being communists or “communist sympathizers” (77). People 

were blacklisted and forced to testify in Congress. At the same time HUAC was troubling Hol-

lywood, Hollywood had other troubles. With the development of television, Hollywood was 

forced to rethink its films’ content and marketing schemes. Film giants also experienced strikes 

and troubles from the effects of World War II. During World War II, Hollywood had made prop-

aganda films for the United States government (Sklar 250).  
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 Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956) parallels the fear of communism experienced by 

both Hollywood and the general populace, thus resulting in a lack of autonomy. It speaks to the 

1950s by linking the uneasiness of society. In both worlds, human life is in danger. This film noir 

“features space aliens [i.e., pods, i.e., communists] who assume human form and conspire to take 

over America, one citizen at a time” beginning in suburbia (Boyer 134; Sklar 253). No one’s au-

tonomy was safe. Invasion of the Body Snatchers opens on a one-way street with an abundance 

of signs displaying “emergency.” Dark, enclosed spaces are also commonplace from the very 

beginning (Samuels 213). “Siegel [the film director] uses a whole arsenal of filmic techniques to 

reinforce the feelings of enclosure, isolation, and time running out” (215).  

Dr. Miles Bennell immediately says, in a point-of-view shot, “Doctor, will you tell these 

fools I’m not crazy. Make them listen to me before it’s too late. Listen to me, please, listen, if 

you don’t, if you won’t, if you fail to understand, then the same incredible terror that’s menacing 

me will stricken you.” It is not until the film’s ending that viewers learn Bennell is not crazy, but 

both he and his society suffer from a lack of autonomy. His plea for help clearly shows that he is 

worried and occupied with the fear of “communism,” that his autonomy has been compromised 

in a situation that may not be solvable. The film ends with the police and doctor finally believing 

him, as there has just been a report of some kind of attack with pods. This film does not offer a 

solution for the “communist” problem, thus clearly expressing the uneasiness of the post-World 

War II time period. In the horror film, Invasion of the Body Snatchers, it only took falling asleep 

to lose all emotions, therefore all autonomy (Kawin 318). “Sleep is not comfort and safety but 

the instrument of death” (Samuel 215). As Bennell says, there are “lots of questions and no an-

swers.” 

Dissatisfaction 
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 The 1950s also represented a time when people were dissatisfied with their socially pre-

scribed positions. Women and African-Americans sought autonomy in their lives. White women 

did not want to need a man to have an identity. African-Americans wanted an autonomous iden-

tify outside white control, and they wanted recognition as equal humans. Historically, white 

males dominated everyone’s life, not allowing people free choice, or even basic freedom. In the 

post-World War II culture when everything else changed, so too did social relations, and the def-

initions associated with class, gender, race, and work. 

 Historically during all wars, in virtually all countries, middle-class women have gone to 

work and occasionally fought in combat, but then after the war women were expected to resign 

their jobs and revert to being housewives again (Boyer 23-5). This plan did not work after World 

War II. Although by the late 1950s it became acceptable for a single woman to work (after a 

woman married, she was to quit), society still had reservations about this new exercise of auton-

omy (Byars 245). Bigoted men worried women working would cost them their male autonomy. 

They thought civilization would end without women being only mothers. Historically, when 

more women work, juvenile delinquency increases. The culture, in an effort to cap autonomy, 

“pressured women to believe they could only find fulfillment in housework, which might include 

vacuuming their toaster” (Boyer 71). “By 1955, however, the proportion of women employed 

exceeded the highest wartime levels” (Fischer 7; Kesslar 300-1). Women had elected to continue 

fighting for their long sought autonomy. 

 Even more, the 1950s were dominated by African-Americans who sought their Civil 

Rights, their long-awaited autonomy. The typical social construction of race is such that “black” 

overrides all else including nationality and humanity (Dyer 46). Black is absence of color, white 

is all color (classnotes). The Civil Rights movement had begun and made progress with Supreme 
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Court rulings. The rulings took at least another decade to receive enforcement and compliance. 

African-Americans who had fought overseas, or who had moved North during World War II re-

alized how big the gap in the United States South really was. From 1940 to 1970, the percentage 

of black people living in the South decreased by twenty-five percent (Boyer 148). “World War 

II…revealed the irony of racism at home” (2, 18). Communists were evil and dangerous. Racist 

were perfectly acceptable. Another significant factor that led to the Civil Rights movement was 

television both by displaying an abundance of white people enjoying opportunities unavailable to 

non-white people, and by reporting the Civil Rights protests (Boyer 149; Sklar 276, 278). “Afri-

can Americans [were] no longer willing to tolerate second-class citizenship” (Boyer 3). Eyes on 

the Prize documents the resentment to changes. It shows the violence and hatred white people di-

rected towards black people in the Little Rock events. During this time, white society still ex-

pected black people to live “separate but equal” lives. “Autonomy” was only possible if it coin-

cided with segregation (153). 

 In a homosocial context, Imitation of Life (1959) shows white and black women who ex-

perience both progress and retreat in the spheres of their autonomy: class, gender, race, and 

work. For a 1950s film, it includes everything (classnotes). There are clear conflicts shown be-

tween working women and men, and between so-called white and so-called black people. “The 

film is caught in a web of replications that negotiate public and private space” (Fischer 13). Imi-

tation of Life uses color to communicate. The rooms, outfits, etc are unusually dominated with 

the color white. Laura and Sara Jane wear yellow/salmon colors that indicate their visible, work-

ing, and sexual natures. The language and movement, of both plot and character movement, are 

slow and involve some distantiation. Overall this is a melodrama that is “made to work on an in-
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tellectual level by inviting the viewer to step back a bit and look with some detachment” (Kolkee 

204). 

Laura experiences numerous compromises to her freedom in Imitation of Life. Steve, a 

patriarchal figure, says, “I’m not asking you not to go down there Laura, I’m telling you.” “And 

what makes you think you have that right” “Because I love you, isn’t that enough?” “No Steve, 

I’m sorry.” The autonomous, androgynous Laura takes charge for herself, rejecting masculine 

dominance and traditional comfort. Laura compromises social mores and exercises her autonomy 

by not only “going down there,” traveling, working, and being in the public sphere, but by being 

the “father” in Imitation of Life. She is the masculine breadwinner, who is distant and does not 

foster caring, loving, and close relationships with the feminine in her life. However, Laura’s au-

tonomy is also compromised when an agent advises her, “If the dramatist club wants to eat and 

sleep with you, you eat and sleep with them.” Her autonomy is further questioned when she re-

ceives marriage proposals with the expectation that she stop acting. Laura’s autonomy does have 

limits for two reasons. One, the film does not compliment the idea that a woman could work and 

have a family, too. Two, despite Laura’s refusal of any situation that would not provide her au-

tonomy, she does not necessarily think autonomy is for African-Americans, too. She says to An-

nie (her black maid), “I didn’t realize you had any friends.”  

Sara Jane (Annie’s child) expresses her desire for autonomy in Imitation of Life, too. She 

says, “I don’t want to have to come through back doors or feel lower than other people or apolo-

gize for my mother’s color. She can’t help her color, but I can.” When Sara Jane has a white boy-

friend, he confronts her and says, “All the kids talking behind my back. Is it true? Are you 

black?” Sara Jane counters, “I am as white as you!” Sara Jane is in a difficult situation as her life 

is greatly limited by society. She wants a better, different life than either society, her mother, or 
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her surrogate mother are willing to let her have. She is a habitual offender of “passing.” By hav-

ing a “white,” but “black” Sara Jane the directors of Imitation of Life are critiquing the then cur-

rent race situations as being ironic (classnotes).   

Countering 

 “Between 1965 and 1974, American society reeled under a series of crises that pitted 

generation against generation, black against white, ethnic group against ethnic group, even wom-

en against men” (Boyer 242). Counterculture fought against mainstream culture. Counterculture 

whites, as well as blacks, rose and rebuked the traditional nature of their parents and wars. 

Whites and blacks joined in a time of assassinations, political conflicts, and war after war to fight 

for their autonomy. Most of the unrest manifested itself on unprepared college and university 

campuses across the nation. In 1968 “most Americans rated campus unrest as a greater problem 

than the Vietnam War itself” (302). Many of the counterculture’s participants were of the giant 

baby-boomer generation. Baby-boomers “not only challenged the political and economic sys-

tems intellectually but also rejected the middle-class lifestyle” (256). They listened to new, rebel-

lious music. They experimented with drugs, sex, wild clothing and hair, and voicing themselves. 

The personal was the political. This movement encountered resistance from the establishment: 

church, police, media, parents.  They had questions that no one would answer. They rejected 

podism, seeking their autonomy and individuality (classnotes). The baby-boomer counterculture 

expressed themselves, whereas the generation of their parents had not cared to express their feel-

ings. Their parents not only continually refused to exchange dialogue, they also criticized their 

children. One generation feared change, the next generation was changing everything (252-62). 

More important than seeing this movement as simply a challenge to society, both generations 

were fearful in a quickly changing world, a world now capable of destroying itself. Although on 
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the surface counterculture intentions appeared to be dangerous, on a deeper level they were try-

ing to help increase everyone’s autonomy. They had to rethink everything after the dark under-

tones of the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s. Politically the 1960s were liberal, unlike the conservative 

1950s (classnotes).  

Starting in the 1940s, newly created television had taken audiences in new directions. 

The average person watched (and watches) four hours of television per day. In the mid-1960s, 

film audiences began to increase in part from new marketing concepts developed in Hollywood 

(Sklar 269; classnotes). Probably the most important shift in productions began in the mid-1960s. 

A relaxation of traditional movie codes allowed films to be successful again and to draw large 

audiences. Films had their characters doing things, saying things, and participating in situations 

considered immoral by many Americans. “Hollywood was falling back more and more on ele-

ments moviemakers had known from the very first would draw a crowd when every other attrac-

tion failed: sex and violence” (294-99). Hollywood was successful again even though their pro-

ductions were slower (but with greater autonomy) than television shows (278). Hollywood films 

in the 1960s shared themes: rebellion, violence, change, and sexuality. This new expression gave 

people increased autonomy in reference to their entertainment, but some worried that movies 

might corrupt youth, thus also costing societal autonomy. At this same time, film techniques con-

tinued improving. Transition shots were improved, adding to the possibility of fragmentation.  

The Graduate (1967) speaks to the 1960’s counterculture movements. Participants in this 

movement have a clear lack of autonomy, while also exercising new, scary freedoms. Benjamin 

is always ordered around by people who dictate his life: by his parents, by Mr. and Mrs. Robin-

son, by people at his graduation party, and ultimately by society. On another note, the generation 

gap is exemplified by the fact that people in the older generation do not have a first name. Also, 
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Benjamin’s speech is monotone and unsure, but at the same time, paradoxically, conveys urgen-

cy. Similar to Imitation of Life, there is a disjuncture among the characters, the narrative, the mu-

sic, and the symbols. The film plays the fitting song The Sounds of Silence in the beginning, in 

the end, and at other times. The song becomes something of a nuisance. 

Benjamin’s dad questions his autonomy by saying, “Ben, what are you doing?” “Well, I 

would say I’m just drifting here in the pool.” “Why?” “Well it’s very comfortable just to drift 

here.” Throughout The Graduate Benjamin says, “Let me out!,” “Can we just talk, I’d like to 

discuss this,” or “Can you listen?” In his affair with Mrs. Robinson they never talk, it is simply a 

sexual relationship. In a sharp contrast to the beginning, near the ending after Benjamin’s car 

goes out, he runs down the street to the church. He runs inside the church just after Elaine is mar-

ried. Benjamin yells, “Elaine Elaine Elaine Elaine Elaine Elaine!” His body is against the glass 

in the shape of a cross. Elaine responds by yelling “Ben!” A massive fight between the older 

generation and two young people follows. Mrs. Robinson says to Elaine, “It’s too late.” Elaine 

counters, “Not for me!” Benjamin uses the golden cross as a sword. He swings it back and forth, 

slowly backing up. He uses the cross to lock the older generation inside where they “belong.” 

This further symbolizes the rejection of traditional religious and marital mores. Upon having run 

outside and having boarded a bus, Elaine and Benjamin walk to the back. After a moment of 

happiness, their faces change to a state of melancholy (classnotes). The counterculture finally 

exercises the greatest autonomy, but problems remain. 

Individualism 

 “The various trends and national fixations of the mid- and late 1970s…all were signs and 

symbols, so the social historians believed, of a nation whose citizens had become obsessed with 

themselves. A period that had been known for its political fervor was now labeled a self-
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indulgent ‘me’ decade instead” (“The 1970s” 232). It was a culture seeking individual autonomy. 

It was a culture seeking to take down the system (classnotes). Fred Hampton was one of the 

many who died aiming at a better world for everyone. Hampton was a member of the Black Pan-

ther party, and he worked for the NAACP. On November 13, 1969 at 4 a.m., the police entered 

his home and put two bullets in his head. The police lied, saying he had fired. The FBI conducted 

an investigation, finding the police at fault. It “strips all credibility from law enforcement,” it was 

a Northern lynching. Curtis Mayfield’s Freddie’s Dead speaks to the frustration, mixed messag-

es, and retreat of progress after Hampton’s death. Eyes on the Prize documents parts of Hamp-

ton’s life. Hampton said, we “refuse to be ignored,” “power to the people.” Hampton’s life spoke 

to the desire African-Americans (and others) had for autonomy, and yet also the fear dominating 

whites had of sharing autonomy. The government clearly had tensions and feared this subculture 

fighting for individual autonomy. The Black Power and Black Panther movements were viewed 

as the number one political threat (classnotes). The Black Power movements grew in part from 

the disproportionate use of African-Americans in the controversial Vietnam War. This move-

ment provided inspiration to other people in the “me” generation: “Hispanics, Native Americans, 

gays, and feminists” (Boyer 286, 329). Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s assassination “unleashed 

fresh inner-city violence” beginning in 1968 (295). Politically and socially, the Vietnam War and 

the Watergate scandal also dominated the early 1970s. Lies, scandals, and corruption were dealt 

with and defeated on many levels.  

 Sweet Sweekback’s Baadasssss Song (1971) is the first film after Birth of a Nation (1914) 

to use the so-called Brutal Black Buck character. Birth of a Nation “altered the entire course and 

concept of American moviemaking, developing the close-up, cross-cutting, rapid-fire editing, the 

iris, the split screen shot, and realistic and impressionistic lighting” (Bogle 10). The Black Buck 
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character is mulatto and the most dangerous (classnotes). The 1970s engendered the blaxploita-

tion film movement, a time with emerging black characters and black film audiences, and when 

the Civil Rights movement seemed to be fading. Films of the 1970s share in “political energies 

and frenetic activity” (Sklar 322, 332). 

 Superfly (1972) is a blaxploitation film with a Black Buck character that clearly pushes 

the limits in reference to language, sexuality, and violence. The frustration of blacks, and the cor-

ruption of whites is illustrated. Freddie’s Dead plays throughout the entire movie. In sharp con-

trast to films in the early 1900s such as Birth of a Nation, Superfly, like Imitation of Life, uses 

characters who are actually black (Bogle 3). Also, Superfly’s language is controlled by African-

Americans. On the other hand, unlike Invasion of the Body Snatchers, Superfly takes place in the 

inner-city ghettos in New York City’s Harlem, ultimately, a location of modern slavery (class-

notes). Superfly makes an important parallel with The Graduate in that they both portray coun-

tercultures, but they are still polar opposites (classnotes). Both are fighting for autonomy, but on 

completely different levels.  

Priest declares to his comrades, “I’m getting out of the cocaine business…This is a 

chance and I want to take it now before I have to kill somebody.” Later he affirms he looks for-

ward to a life of “having choice….just to be free.” Others continually rebuke Priest and the fan-

tasy in his head. They ask, “What else are you going to do?” The film shows Priest trying to 

break free of his deviant subculture, but in the process of seeking his autonomy, he has to sacri-

fice his autonomy. The ending is one of magic realism, Priest single-handedly counters the white 

culture. Priest not only seeks autonomy, he demands autonomy. In the last scene he says, “You 

don’t own me…No one tells me when I can split…Kill me… and you are one dead pig….Deputy 

Commissioner Rerdone, that’s right I know your name. I know all about you,…Do it. Go ahead. 
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I’m to the point, I ain’t afraid to die, but you kill me and you and your whole family die… I took 

a $100,000 contract out on your life, your wife, everybody. You’ll all be hit if I die. Yeh, if I 

choke on a chicken bone all the Rerdone’s is dead… partners you’ve got ain’t goin to be able to 

protect…in case you think I’m trying to pull some of that old time Nigger shit [sic] on you cap-

tain, I think you should know something. I hired the very best killers there are, white killers, 

white ones baby. You better take good care of me. Nothing! Nothinnnggg better happen to one 

gorgeous hair on my gorgeous head. Can you dig it?” Priest defeats everyone, and then he rides 

off in his car. It is unknown if Priest meets his goal of getting out of the drug business, but it 

does not matter. Priest achieves autonomy by defeating the system and asserting himself.  

Conclusion: Hopes and Fears 

 “Throughout their history the movies have served as a primary source of information 

about society and human behavior for large masses of people. So significant a medium of com-

munications should naturally reflect dominant ideologies and interest…But what is remarkable is 

the way that American movies,…altered or challenged many of the values and doctrines of pow-

erful social and cultural forces…providing alternative ways of understanding the world” (Sklar 

316). Movies, like citizens and the government, have had their fair share of trouble since the end 

of World War II. Movies, like people, have had their autonomy increased and decreased. Movies 

remain “special events” (321). Film is the “most democratic medium” (307). 

Rebellious individuals from 1945-1975 struggled for sustained recognition as autono-

mous beings. Progress was truly substantial. Goals shifted from fighting for humanity’s autono-

my, to fighting for individual autonomy. World War II and its consequences remain “vividly 

alive in the nation’s collective consciousness” (Boyer 32). Invasion of the Body Snatchers 

(1956), Imitation of Life (1959), The Graduate (1967), and Superfly (1972) with music and histo-
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ry from 1945-1975 reflect the “historical unconscious”--it is a society fighting and negotiating an 

autonomous remake. Since World War II ended (1945) and postmodernity developed, every part 

of life has had its roots changed. In order to select individual destiny, individuals had to become 

autonomous, autonomous in the United States culture of alienation and fragmentation. 


